
Bead Embroidery Techniques: Volume Edges
Bead embroidery is a beautiful and versatile craft that can be used to
create stunning pieces of jewelry, clothing, and home décor. One of the
most popular bead embroidery techniques is volume edges, which can be
used to create a raised, three-dimensional effect.

There are many different ways to create volume edges, but the most
common method is to use a bullion stitch. A bullion stitch is a simple stitch
that creates a small, round loop. When multiple bullion stitches are worked
close together, they can create a raised, three-dimensional effect.
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To create a volume edge using a bullion stitch, you will need to:

1. Thread a needle with beading thread and tie a knot at the end.

2. Bring the needle up through the fabric at the point where you want to
start the volume edge.
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3. Insert the needle into the fabric about 1/4 inch away from the first stitch
and bring it back up through the fabric next to the first stitch.

4. Wrap the thread around the needle twice and pull the needle through
the loop to create a small, round loop.

5. Tighten the thread to secure the loop.

6. Repeat steps 2-5 to create additional bullion stitches.

7. When you have created enough bullion stitches, you can secure the
thread by bringing the needle back through the fabric at the starting
point.

Once you have mastered the basic bullion stitch, you can experiment with
different variations to create different effects. For example, you can use
different thread colors to create a variegated effect, or you can use different
bead sizes to create a textured effect.

Volume edges can be used to create a variety of different looks, from subtle
accents to bold statement pieces. They are a great way to add interest and
dimension to your bead embroidery projects.

Tips for Creating Volume Edges

Use a sharp needle to make it easier to create small, even bullion
stitches.

Use a fine beading thread to create a delicate, refined look.

Experiment with different thread colors and bead sizes to create
different effects.

Be patient and take your time to create a beautiful, even volume edge.



Project Ideas

Here are a few project ideas that you can use to practice your volume edge
skills:

Create a beaded necklace with a volume edge border.

Embroider a volume edge on a pair of jeans or a skirt.

Create a beaded wall hanging with a volume edge.

Embellish a picture frame with a volume edge.

With a little practice, you will be able to create beautiful and unique volume
edges that will add a touch of elegance to your bead embroidery projects.

Volume edges are a beautiful and versatile bead embroidery technique that
can be used to create a variety of different looks. With a little practice, you
can master this technique and use it to add interest and dimension to your
bead embroidery projects.

Here are some additional tips for creating volume edges:

Use a variety of bead sizes and shapes to create interesting and
unique effects.

Experiment with different thread colors to create different looks.

Be patient and take your time to create a beautiful, even volume edge.

With a little practice, you will be able to create stunning volume edges that
will add a touch of elegance to your bead embroidery projects.
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